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SOME QUESTIONS OF THE NUCLEAR PROPERTIESEVIDENCE IN SIMPLEPHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS�G. Aghuzumtsyan, I. Amirkhanova, N. Demekhina,Yerevan Physis InstituteAlikhanian Br.St.2, Yerevan 375036, Armeniaand A. DanagulianYerevan State UniversityA. Manoogian St.1, 375049 Yerevan, Armenia(Reeived January 13, 1999)The results of the study of photonulear reations at energies of aeler-ated eletrons ranging up to 40 MeV are presented. Under study were sim-ple (; n) and (; p) reation proessing via the exitation of the metastablelonglived nulear states. The data of the isomeri ratio measurements andomparison with results of alulations made in the framework of the sta-tistial models allow one to investigate some harateristis of the exitedintermediate nulei.PACS numbers: 25.20.�x, 21.10.Ma1. IntrodutionThe study of nulear reations at low energies is one of the main souresof information about the properties and struture of exited nulear states[1�3℄. The alulation of relative ross-setions for population of separatednulear levels in some simple reations in this energy range an be made byusing the onept of the ompound nuleus in the framework of statistialmodel [2,3℄. The omparison of alulated and experimental data allows toobtain the information about the properties of exited nulei.The appliability of di�erent representations of the nulear level den-sity have been also tested (as Fermi gas model, pairing and superondutormodels).� Presented by D. Demekhina at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane,Poland, September 1�9, 1998. (761)



762 G. Aghuzumtsyan et al.2. Experimental methodsThe experimental determination of the reation yields inluded the mea-surements of an indued ativity and identi�ation of residual nulei. Thetargets in the mass range A = 85�179 a.e.m. were irradiated with a beam ofbremsstrahlung photons from eletrons of the eletron lina � the injetorof the Yerevan Eletron Synhrotron, aelerated up to 40 MeV. The induedativity was measured with the help of HPGe detetor. The spetrosopidata for identi�ation of the residual nulei were taken from [4℄ and fromnewly published data. The experimental results are presented in Table.TABLEIsomeri RatiosTarget Produt 20 MeV 30 MeV 40 MeV85Rb (5=2�) 84Rbm(6+); g(2+) 0:31� 0:040:21 HV 0:34� 0:060.23 HV 0:44� 0:080.25 HV90Zr (0+) 89Zrm(1=2�), g(9=2+) 0:85� 0:040.84 FM107Ag (1=2�) 106Agm(6+); g(1+) 0:015� 0:00450.016 PM 0:01� 0:0020.0097 PM113In (9=2+) 112Inm(4+), g(1+) 2:21� 0:22.33 FM116Cd (0+) 115Cdm(11=2); g(1=2+) 0:148� 0:020.148 PM124Sn (0+) 123Snm(3=2+); g(11=2�) 0:33� 010.408 FM130Te(0+) 129Tem(11=2�); g(3=2+) 0:43� 0:060.3 HV 0:48� 0:020.38 HV 0:55� 0:110.4 HV180W(0+) 179Wm(1=2�); g(7=2�) 1:93� 0:21.82 FM112Sn(0+) 111Inm(1=2�); g(9=2+) � 21.21 FM118Sn(0+) 117Inm(1=2�); g(9=2+) 0.66�0:070.646 PM 0.85�0:080.741 PM120Sn(0+) 117Inm(1=2�); g(9=2+) 0.53�0:050.47 FM 0.68�0.070.65 FM 0.68�0.070.673 FM179Hf(9=2+) 178Lum(9�); g(1+) 0.365�0.040.364 FMHV � Huizenga and Vanderbosh model [5℄; FM � Fermi-gas model [2℄;PM � pairing model [2℄



Some Questions of the Nulear Properties 7633. The exitation of isomeri states in simple photonulearreationsOne may use the nulei with isomeri and an unstable ground states formeasurement of relative population of these two states in nulear reationsand to get information on the properties of an exited nuleus. The so-alledisomeri ross-setions ratio is de�ned as relation high�to�low spin nulearstates. Huizenga and Vandenbosh have developed a statistial model pro-edure to alulate the isomeri ratio [2,5℄. At low energies the photonulearreations under study proeeded via ompound nuleus and an be desribedin the framework of any statistial model. The representation of these rea-tions as the ones, in whih the esape of one or two nuleons is followed bya -quanta asade allows to alulate the probability of the population ofdi�erent nulear states. In the formalism proposed in [5℄ the main element ofalulations is the density of the distribution of nulear levels. By �tting thealulated isomeri rations to the experimental ones one an obtain informa-tion on the spin dependene of nulear level density, in partiular, on spinut-o� parameter �, the parameter a of the level density and an determinethe moment of inertia I of the nuleus in the intermediate state. The maindisadvantage of this formalism is the presene of some free parameters, suhas a number of -quanta in asade and the spin ut-o� parameter. We at-tempt to avoid these unertainties by making some additional assumptionsabout reation mehanism. The alulation sheme was as follows.1. Exitation energy of a nuleus was determined from the photoabsorp-tion ross-setion in the viinity of giant resonane and the photonspetra of bremsstrahlung in Shi�'s form. We have used the Lorentzianform of the absorption ross-setions [3℄.2. Sine the quadrupole photoabsorption is approximately 10% in thisenergy range, the spin state of the ompound nuleus was determinedat the assumption of dipole photoabsorption. There are nulear stateswith spin projetions +1 and �1 for the even�even target nulei andJ0; J0 � 1 for the initial nuleus spin J0 [5℄.3. The esaping neutrons with l = 0 have the mean energy En = 2T[5,6℄, where T is the nulear temperature to be determined as 1=T �(a=E�)1=2�3=4E�, where E� is the exitation energy, a is the level den-sity parameter. In alulations we have used two values of a-parameter:a = A=8 and a = A=9.4. The exitation energy of the residual nuleus was estimated as di�er-ene E = E� �B �En, where B the energy threshold of the reation,



764 G. Aghuzumtsyan et al.E� is the mean exitation energy. In ases of proton evaporation onemust also take into onsideration the repulse Coulomb energy.5. The -quanta in the asade are assumed to have dipole nature andmean energies E = 4(E�=a� 5=a2)1=2 [6℄.6. The density distribution funtion of nulear levels has the from [5℄:�(J;E) = �(E)�(J) ;where �(J) is the spin part of the density distribution, that play themain role in the proess of prodution residual nulear states:�(J) = (2J + 1) exp[�(J + 1=2)2=2�2℄ ;where � is the ut-o� parameter the depends on inertia momentumof nuleus as rigid body (I = 2MAR2=5, where J is the spin, M isthe nuleon mass, A is the nuleus mass number, R is the nulearradius. This dependene has di�erent form in the onsidered modelrepresentations, above mentioned).7. The alulations were made up to exitation energy level 1�2 MeV. The-transitions lead to the population of metastable or ground states.The probability of the latter transition was estimated by using thespin seletion rule and strength funtions [6,7℄.The alulation data are given in Table in omparison with experimentalresults. The most adequate desription are the ones obtained by using Fermi-gas and pairing model approximations and a parameter values are A=8 andA=9. The alulated e�etive moment of inertia of the intermediate nuleustaken as a rigid body is lass then 1 (0.75�0.8), that seems to be probable forexitation energies expeted in this type reations.REFERENCES[1℄ Yu.P. Gangrsky, A.P. Tonhev, N.P. Balabanov, EPAN 27, 1043 (1996) andreferenes therein, in Russian.[2℄ H.K. Vonah, R. Vandenbosh, J.R. Huizenga, Nul. Phys. 60, 70 (1964).[3℄ F.H. Ruddy, B.D. Pate, E.W. Vogt, Nul. Phys. A127, 323 (1969).[4℄ U. Reus, W. Westmejer, Atomi Data and Nulear Data Tables 29, (1983).[5℄ J.R. Huizenga, R. Vandenbosh, Phys. Rev. 120, 1305 (1960).[6℄ H. Bartish, K. Huber, U. Kneissl, H. Krieger, Nul. Phys. A236, 243 (1976).[7℄ L.Z. Dzhilavyan, V.L Kauts, W.I. Furman, Nul. Phys. 51, 336 (1990), inRussian.


